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The RATA Convention "Architecture and Human Behaviour" 
in Sydney, was well-organised, socially successful and, more 
unusually, may even have shed a little light in arch'I shadows. 
The formal papers gave archts what they wanted — a sense 
of participation in, and a small introduction to, realms of 
perception and knowledge that influence and are affected by 
created environments. Dr. Reyner Banham kept the Conven-
tion to its theme (as well as possible) and was an excellent 
chairman. What did become evident was that although 
archts should go to the scientists (physical, psychological and 
social) for further information, this is not enough. The archi-
tect must still convert the information into usable space con-
cepts, and in this conversion he cannot look to the scientists 
for aid. 

IT Architecture, the most cinematic of the arts, rarely graces 
Australian T-V screens except as incidental background to 
the more violent forms of human behaviour. In the first of 
10 lectures being given by Robin Boyd on modern architec-
ture in the University cf the Air series, there was a sequence 
that should have made even bloodshed-immune viewers 
recoil in horror as they were made to realise iust how ugly 
man-made Australia is. Boyd has the rare ability to turn a 
phrase, either spohen, written or as a visual image that is 
made all the more devastating by its dead-pan delivery. 
Let's hope that the A.B.C. will make the video-tapes avail-
able not only to arch. schools but to all educational institu-
tions throughout the country. Also on A.B.C. channels was 
"Act of Faith'', a documentary on the design and construc-
tion of Coventry Cathedral (Sir Basil Spence, archt), which 
dwelt long and lovingly on the many art-works that are in-
corporated and on personalties involved, but showed sur-
prisingly little of the Cathedral as a whole — just enough to 
indicate a rather intimidating external scale. On "Meeting 
Point" (same channel) Felix Candela was briefly interviewed, 
said the usual things about concrete technology influencing 
form and had his work illustrated by the example of La 
Millagrossa church in Mexico City — which proved as well as 
possible that hyperbolic paraboloids are both not enough and 
too much. The programme continued with Frederick Gib-
berd — moustached, elegant and urbane, looking every inch 
the ad-man's image of an architect—describing his com-
petition winning design for Liverpool Cathedral, which appears 
to be a more vital, if no less eclectic, design than Coventry. 
The closest architecture got to recognition by commercial 
channels for the month was a satire on real-estate specula-
tion on Digby Wolfe's show Revue '62, which though only 
mildly funny, had Melb. Uni Arch students wishing they had 
thought of the idea first for their own revue. 
9' The only stand at the BATA Building Exhibition (Melb) 
where any sense of design was evident was that of the Indus-
trial Design Council of Australia. Elsewhere, a dreary 
hodge-podge. Central feature — a fall-out shelter, in brick 
and exposed concrete, looking like a tired old New Brutalist 
exercise from a first year AA student. Now that the bottom 
has fallen out of the fall-out shelter racket in the USA is 
Australia to be the next victim? According to the descrip-
tive map in the Exhibition, drop a bomb on Melbourne and 
only the sprawl would remain. Is survival worth it? 

¶ After the Sydney Convention, U of Melb arch. students 
whisked Dr. Benham down south for a cleverly-organised 
week-end convention of their own —Architecture and Human 
Misbehaviour — in a pressure-packed programme that in-
cluded a city tour, a barbecue at the Mt. Martha arch. 
students trades instruction camp, an Australian play (The 
Shifting Heart), dinners, and a panel discussion on the theme: 
the misbehaviour (professional, not personal) of all-too-human 
architects in neglecting aspects of architecture other than 
the purely visual; from fundament to wonderment. Despite 
this gruelling pace, Dr. Benham remained buoyant, ebullient 
and good-humoured. His diplomacy in refraining from 
criticising local architecture on such a short acquaintance 
was noticeable and appreciated — but maybe we'll read 
about it in the Architectural Review. 

11.  Coinciding with the RAIA Convention, CSR Building 
Material's quarterly magazine, "Building Ideas", published a 
guide to Sydney's architecture. 
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This is an aerial view of a model of a very interesting pro-
ject, St. John's Aged Persons Homes, Bishopthorpe Garden 
City (NSW). It promises to have what most efforts to house 
old people lack—compactness, character, a domestic scale 
and Buff dent intricacy of external spaces so that each unit 
maintains its own identity while remaining part of the total 
pattern. The institutional method of locating your front door 
by a sort of Cartesian reference system — in x block, y doors 
down and to the left—has been imaginatively overcome. 
In this proposal, St. John's Church will remain & a new 
Rectory and 40 basic two room flats (each 5.4 squares) with 
community lounges, dining rooms and kitchen, will be built; 
giving a density of approx. 100 persons per acre. Roofs — 
Roman pattern concrete tiles on timber rafters and purlins; 
external walls — I I" cavity brickwork, commons external finish 
painted. Approx. cost: £136,000 (bldgs and site works only). 
Herbert F. Hely & Noel Bell, archts; Cameron & Middleton, 
q. surveyors. 

These accommodation units at Double Island Point (near 
Cairns) gland, manage to convey an appropriately seaside 
feeling without over-indulging in ship-derivative forms. A 
respect for climate, candid design and forthright detailing 
links this bldg with both tropical and nautical traditions. 
Lund, Hutton & Newell, Black & Paulsen, archts. 
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This is the new Brighton Civic Centre (Vic.), housing council 
chambers, committee rooms and administrative offices. It is 
too easy to dismiss such a design as this with flippant flying-
saucer type chuckles — especially by only looking at photo-
graphs. Admittedly this bldg has some ugly features — 
noticeably the dictator-style balcony (an after-though+ 
surely) flanked by twin flag-poles, the thin slits of windows in 
the council chamber drum seem crushed between bands of a 
very very red brick with coloured mortar to match and from 
some viewpoints, there is a lack of apparent equilibrium. But 
it is a fascinating bldg to circumnavigate — the site terrac-
ing is very well done — and to circumnambulate within — 
interior finishes are of high quality and the furniture by 
Featherstone Contract Interiors is excellent. Oakley & Parkes 
& Ptners, archts; W. C. Jewell & Assoc, meth & elec engrs; 
John Connell & Assoc, str engrs; Prentice Builders Pty. Ltd., 
bldrs. 

As motels go, this one is unusual for its relative restraint and 
its proximity to a city centre — just two miles from Hobart 
GPO. Harry Oldmeadow, archt. 
(( To help pay for Melbourne's proposed £30 mill u'ground 
railway, a special land tax will be levied on city landholders 
and occupiers within a quarter mile of the rouie. The tax 
will yield an estimated £300,000 a year and commences on 
Jan I, 1963. The State Govt will meet three-fifths and city 
ratepayers two-fifths, of the cost of the u'ground line. 
¶ In Sydney, these 3 home unit blocks have been standing 
uncompleted since early 1961 — Block & Gerber bldg, Pitt 
St, Milson's Point, six storeys, 47 units, est. cost £160,000; 
Kareela Gardens, Kareela Rd (up to steel frame); Cremorne 
Point, seven storeys, 51 units, £270,000 (up to steel frame); 
the Coastview bldg, Kimberley St, Dover Heights, 12 storeys, 
60 units, £400,000 (slab floors up, no walls). Many other 
home units, intended for sale, have been forced into renting 
to avoid large-scale vacancies. 

This new Red Cross Blood Bank, Queen St, represents about 50% 
of B'bane's current city bldg programme. Lund, Hutton & 
Newell, Black & Paulsen; archts; Pearce & Fox, bldrs; cos+ 
£250,000 (bldg & services), £50,000 (furnishing & equip-
ment). According to a recent report there is now not one 
privately financed city bldg under construction in B'bene, 
where activity has never recovered from the credit squeeze. 

New office bearers for 1962-63 of the Australian Institute 
of Builders are President, T. M. Lipscombe; Vice-President, 
A. V. Jennings; Hon. Treasurer, E. H. Bates. 

"The Quantity Surveyor" is the quarterly journal of the Aus-
tralian Institute of Quantity Surveyors. Its contents are 
typical of most journals connected with building —adverts, 
occasional technical articles, materials information and topi-
calities — with an additional and unique publication of 
Tchedules of rates for construction costs in each State. "The 
Building Economist" is the quarterly journal of the Institute 
of Quantity Surveyors (Australial. As its name implies, this 
journal is dedicated to studies in bldg economics and the 
first issue (March 1962) contains such articles as Cost Con-
trol in Building (H. Wexler), A Preliminary Cost Estimating 
System (The Research Division ICIANZ) and The Economics 
of Hospital Planning (R. G. Freeman). The text is uninter-
rupted by adverts, the layout is free from gimmicks, and a 
high level of professional journalism is maintained through-
out. Well worth the subscription —£2/2/0 for four quarterly 
issues (post free). 
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The front (North) elevation of this Ball & Welch store at 
Frankston, Vic, has a gold anodized aluminium grille which 
does not show up well in a black and white photo, but in 
reality has a good sense of scale that keeps its glitter so-
phisticated without being brash. Access ramps from the rear 
street for parking at first floor and roof level, are also well-
designed. The bldg provides 24,000 sq. ft. selling area on 
two floors serviced by a lift and two escalators. The site falls 
20 ft. and there are shop entrances at front Ground floor 
and rear First floor. Cost £250,000. Tompkins, Shaw & Evans, 
archts. 



¶ To ensure that costs will not exceed allocated funds, work 
on a new £2,660,000 medical and biological science block 
at the U of NSW will be suspended for eight weeks to allow 
the archts, Robertson & Mark, assisted by q. surveyors, to 
carry out a cost analysis. The University awarded the con-
tract to James Wallace Pty. Ltd. without calling tenders. 
The builders claim cost increases are due io wage rises, 
engineering rearrangements and equipment changes and 
additions. Due to the suspension, 300 employees have lost 
their jobs. 

This Russian Orthodox Church in Wooloongabba, B'bane 
(Roman Pawlyszyn, arch+) may be compared with the draw-
ing below for a Ukranian Catholic Church in N. Melb., now 
under construction. (Smith & Tracey, archts). 
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)j The Melb C Ccl has objected to three bldg proposals 
located in areas defined as residential except for "permitted 
use" (i) a proposed Italian-Australian cultural, commercial & 
social centre in Lygon Street, Carlton, (ii) the proposed Ian 
Clunies Ross Memorial Science Centre in Royal Parade, Park-
ville, (iii) a proposed 12 storey office bldg for the Unitarian 
Church on the church's present site in Cathedral Place, East 
Melb — directly opposite St. Patrick's Cathedral. The Ccl 
have no objection to a 3 storey office, which would not cas+ 
so much shadow over the Catholic Ladies College and would 
not compete with St. Patrick's spire for prominence in the 
area. 
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Sydney C Ccl. refused to give approval in principle to a 
£5 mill redevelopment scheme on the St. Andrew's Cathedral 
site. Photos of the model (Hely & Bell, archts) showed a 
handsome 14 acre civic square between St. Andrew's & the 
Town Hall, all of which would be dominated by a 257 ft 
office bldg providing rented business accommodation. The 
architects describe the proposal as "a formal square, unify-
ing Town Hall and Cathedral; creating a backdrop for the 
formal aspects of religion—a marshalling space for pro-
cessions and crowds on civic occasions—a principal outdoor 
meeting space closely associated with the Town Hall and 
other municipal bldgs. The two major bldgs of the group 
should be balanced by a third bldg — a Tower office bldg 
set centrally, and to the rear of the square linked with a 
group of horizontal perimeter buildings—the proposed new 
Church Offices and Choir School." 1,100 cars could be parked 
beneath the square. It is a magnificent scheme and Sydney-
siders should not let it be lost. 

Q Mr. James P. Birrell, staff arch+ for the Uni of Q'land, 
has been awarded this year's £1,000 Australian Sisalkraft 
research scholarship in architecture. A graduate of U of 
Melb, Mr. Birrell was an archt with C'wealth D. of W. in 
Melb, Darwin & Canberra and appointed City Arch+ by 
B'bar.e City Cc! in 1955. 

Il( The RIBA report "The Architect and His Office" pre-
pared after a detailed survey of 69 and a postal survey of 
214 archts' offices, makes many recommendations that are 
relevant to the Australian scene. Read it and find out what 
they are. 

IF That good old Australian cladding material, the weather-
board, rarely gets much attention, let alone applause. But if 
imitation is the sincerest form of flattery then perhaps the 
weatherboard has hitherto unsuspected status, for its horizon-
tal lines and slanted section are now being simulated in new 
materials—asbestos cement and aluminium. 
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DUNLOP FLOORING SERVICE 
DUNLOP FLOORING INLAYS 

Dunlop Inlays provide most attractive advertising, decorative or 
functional motifs. 

1. HAND-CUT VINYL INLAYS. Suitable for floors or walls, expertly 
hand-cut and inset into Dunlop Vinyl Tiles, Rubber or Linoleum. 
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2. VULCANISED RUBBER INLAYS. These inlays are incorporated 
before the rubber is cured, thus becoming one physical whole and 
especially suitable for separate entrance mats, or may be incorporated into 
the floor covering. 3/16" and 11" thickness. Special Masonic mats, in 
various approved designs, are also manufactured. 

3. Hand-cut vinyl inlays. Part of 30 ft. wall mural, hand-cut in Dunlop 
Vinyl Tiles at the Melbourne Dunlop Flooring Service. 

MELBOURNE: 96 Flinders Street. 63 0371. SYDNEY: 27-33 Wentworth 
Avenue. 2 0969. BRISBANE: Centenary Place. 31 0271. PERTH: 473 
Murray Street. 215566. ADELAIDE: 131-133 Pirie Street. 81647. 
HOBART: 27 Argyle St. 2 6581. LAUNCESTON: 18 Paterson St. 2 2067. 

CALL DUNLOP FLOORING SERVICE FOR IMMEDIATE SPECIFIC ADVICE OR SAMPLES 
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